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ionized part of the Earth’s atmosphere. Both aurora and meteors appear as matter 
entering from outer space interacts with the atmosphere. This results in locally enhanced 
transient patches of ionization, which have greatly varying scales of spatial extent. The 
widths of discrete auroral arcs can be only a few hundred meters, but auroral forms can 
extend up to thousands of kilometers at a certain latitude. Meteor trails with enhanced 
ionization can expand from an initial diameter of centimeters up to kilometers. High 
frequency radio waves scatter from the ionized patches, carrying information about their 
drift motions, ionization and possibly temperatures. The greatest advantage of a radar 
is that it can continuously record the progress of an interesting event. EISCAT is the 
European incoherent scatter radar facility located in Northern Scandinavia for auroral 
observations. EISCAT has a very comprehensive data processing system, allowing both 
global large-scale observations ranging up to 15° in latitude, and local measurements with 
a few hundreds of meters and microseconds in simultaneous spatial and time resolution.

In global auroral studies, ground-based radar and optical observations, and rocket 
and satellite in situ-measurements of particles, waves and electric and magnetic fields, 
complement each other. Viking was the first Swedish satellite with auroral research as its 
main purpose. The satellite was launched on a near-polar orbit in February 1986. The 
Aureld-VIP-High sounding rocket was launched from Esrange into the same auroral forms 
that Viking passed through 3000-4000 kilometers higher up, while the EISCAT radar 
performed measurements in the background and around the rocket trajectory during a 
magnetic storm on November 4, 1986. The simultaneous ground-based and space-borne 
measurements confirm that fine-structures in the auroral configuration are consistent 
with the global magnetospheric models even under extremely disturbed conditions.

Meteor studies are a new application of incoherent scatter radars. In such observations 
the high spatial and time resolution characteristics of the EISCAT radar are utilized. 
These are the necessary conditions to be able to observe the meteors due to the small sizes 
of the infalling bodies and their very rapid impact processes. Echoes from both meteor 
heads and trails are observed, and they give clear indications of both the scattering 
process and the extent of the target. This method is expected to be able to give a 
wealth of new information about the meteoric interaction and deposition processes in 
the atmosphere.
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Abstract

Incoherent scatter is one of the most versatile methods for studying phenomena in 
the ionized part of the Earth’s atmosphere. Both aurora and meteors appear as matter 
entering from outer space interacts with the atmosphere. This results in locally enhanced 
transient patches of ionization, which have greatly varying scales of spatial extent. The 
widths of discrete auroral arcs can be only a few hundred meters, but auroral forms can 
extend up to thousands of kilometers at a certain latitude. Meteor trails with enhanced 
ionization can expand from an initial diameter of centimeters up to kilometers. High 
frequency radio waves scatter from the ionized patches, carrying information about their 
drift motions, ionization and possibly temperatures. The .greatest advantage of a radar 
is that it can continuously record the progress of an interesting event. EISCAT is the 
European incoherent scatter radar facility located in-Neithern- Seandinavia for auroral 
observations. EISCAT has a very comprehensive data processing system, allowing both 
global large-scale observations ranging up to 15° in latitude, and local measurements with 
a few hundreds of meters and microseconds in simultaneous spatial and time resolution.

In global auroral studies, ground-based radar and optical observations, and rocket 
and satellite in situ-measurements of particles, waves and electric and magnetic fields, 
complement each other. Viking was the first Swedish satellite with auroral research as its 
main purpose. The satellite was launched on a near-polar orbit in February 1986. The 
Aureld-VIP-High sounding rocket was launched from Esrange into the same auroral forms 
that Viking passed through 3000-4000 kilometers higher up, while the EISCAT radar 
performed measurements in the background and around the rocket trajectory during a 
magnetic storm on November 4, 1986. The simultaneous ground-based and space-borne 
measurements confirm that fine-structures in the auroral configuration are consistent with 
the global magnetospheric models even under extremely disturbed conditions.

Meteor studies are a new application of incoherent scatter radars. In such observations 
the high spatial and time resolution characteristics of the EISCAT radar are utilized. 
These are the necessary conditions to be able to observe the meteors due to the small sizes 
of the infalling bodies and their very rapid impact processes. Echoes from both meteor 
heads and trails are observed, and they give clear indications of both the scattering process 
and the extent of the target. This method is expected to be able to give a wealth of new 
information about the meteoric interaction and deposition processes in the atmosphere.
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Introduction

Visible phenomena in the dark night sky have always attracted man’s curiosity. Besides 
the stars, the Moon and the slowly-moving planets, there also occasionally appear some 
unusual events. These can be transient, like fireballs, seen for a while, like comets, or remain 
permanently like supernovae. They all have contributed to our present conception of the 
universe. This thesis discusses two kinds of transient optical phenomena in the sky, which have 
fundamentally different origins. Aurora are induced at high latitudes by charged elementary 
particles coming from the Sun, while m eteors are expressions of macroscopic debris deviated 
towards the Earth from comets orbiting in the solar system. Both of these names, aurora 
and meteor, refer to the optical light phenomena appearing as an incoming object interacts 
with Earth’s increasingly dense atmosphere. Thus it is not mere chance that they both occur 
at altitudes of about 100 km. This interaction is also the common feature that makes both 
phenomena detectable with a radar. E ISG ÄT , the European incoherent sca tter radar facility, 
was established for auroral studies in the polar region. Its applicability for meteor diagnostics 
was discovered by accident a few years ago under circumstances which will be described in 
this thesis.

The aurora is one of the most beautiful natural displays offered especially for people 
living in polar regions. The auroral energy originates from the Sun. It is transferred with the 
solar w ind , and led by the geomagnetic field lines of the Earth towards the polar ionosphere, 
where it is dissipated (Figure 1). The aurora appear in oval-shaped regions, called the 
auroral ovals, around the magnetic poles. The form and the location of the ovals vary with 
the global solar-terrestria l conditions within the auroral zones. The dynamic equilibrium 
between the magnetized solar wind and the dipole geomagnetic field creates a mantle-shaped 
m agnetosphere, whose global topology is quite well established. There are regions, such as 
the central plasm a sheet (CPS) and the boundary plasm a sheet (BPS), with different plasma 
populations, and currents, such as the ring current, generated to maintain different regions 
in a dynamic equilibrium. Under disturbed conditions such as substorm s, particles with 
different characteristics can be accelerated towards the Earth and cause diffuse or discrete  
aurora depending on the origin of the precipitating particles. Under such circumstances, 
the currents also map down to the ionosphere as field-aligned or Birkeland currents, and are 
closed through horizontal ionospheric Hall or Pedersen currents.

Above the polar cap in the collisionfree part of the ionosphere, there exists a continuous 
antisunward plasma flow, which is closed through reversals in the auroral oval, forming a 
two-cell convection pattern. The midnight reversal region, the Harang discontinuity , is the 
area where the most dramatic auroral forms can be expected. The two-cell convection pattern 
changes its form according to the degree of geomagnetic disturbance. An essential parameter 
is the dawn-to-dusk  component B y of the in terplanetary magnetic field  (IMF). If it is positive 
(IMF By >  0), the right-hand cell is larger, and if it is negative (IMF B y <  0), the left-hand 
cell is larger, as looking towards the Sun. The strongest field-aligned currents are most often 
associated with sharp convection reversals and optical aurora. During magnetic storms the 
whole magnetosphere is very dynamic. That was the case on November 4, 1986. Conjugate 
measurements with the Viking satellite, Aureld-VIP sounding rocket, EISCAT incoherent 
scatter radar, and a variety of ground-based observatory instruments contributed to make 
the dynamic auroral configuration of that night one of the most successfully analysed multi
instrument events.

This thesis consists of an introductory part and five original papers. Since the meteor 
topic is quite new for the incoherent scatter community, a short review of meteor physics 
and radio method is given in the introductory part. The papers represent two different 
kinds of incoherent scatter applications of the EISCAT radars. In papers (I) and (II), the
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Figure 1: A three-dimensional schematic view of the magnetosphere and the polar ionosphere. 
The scales are relative.

UHF radar is used traditionally to contribute to global magnetospheric-ionospheric coupling 
studies together with the Viking satellite and the Aureld-VIP-High sounding rocket. The 
first paper (I) mainly concentrates on the interpretation on the local and ionospheric level 
while the second one (II) extends the analysis to global ionosphere-magnetosphere mapping. 
Papers (III), (IV) and (V) are dedicated to the new discovery - the unexpected and surprising 
observation of meteors with the incoherent scatter method. The first paper (III) introduces 
the new phenomenon and presents some characteristic observed features . In the second paper 
(IV), incoherent scatter is established as the scattering mechanism for some trail echoes, and 
in the last paper (V), meteor head echo characteristics are thoroughly analysed by presenting 
a mathematical model, which is applied both with simulations and real data. Finally, the 
suitability of other incoherent scatter radar facilities for meteor applications is reviewed in 
the appendix of this paper.
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1 M atter from space

Everybody has some night seen a meteor, or shooting star as they are popularly called. 
They are the visible manifestation of a continual bombardment of our planet by objects 
from outer space. Statistically, a few meteors can be seen every night, but they usually 
appear more frequently during particular periods every year. From medieval times the “tears 
of St. Lawrence” on the 10th of August are known, while the St. Lucia night on the 
13th of December offers the most reliable annual meteor observations nowadays. However, 
the occurence of these meteor showers, called the Perseids and the Geminids, has  probably 
nothing to do with any saints, and showers appear also at other times. On rare occasions there 
occur real meteor storms, such as the Leonids on November -13, 1833, which spread panic 
across the whole World, and which can be said to have inspired the start of meteor science 
as a part of the astronomy [McKinley, 1961a], Even the Perseids were expected to be stormy 
in August 1993, as their parent comet Swift-Tuttle (with about 130 years period) had passed 
the Earth’s orbit in December 1992 [Rao, 1993]. However, these Perseids stayed relatively 
quiet. The next meteor storm might occur in November 1998 or 1999 as the Leonids’ parent 
comet Tempel-Tuttle (with a 33 year period) returns to the central solar system.

The objects that enter the Earth’s atmosphere from interplanetary space are called m ete
oroids. Their structure is composed of grains trapped in a matrix form [Jones and Webster, 
1991]. Typical velocities of meteoroids vary in the range 10-70 km s” 1. As a result of a me
teoroid impacting air molecules at high speed, a streak of light or a m eteor, can be observed. 
Meteors are classified as sporadic or shower m eteors, depending on the origin of the associated 
meteoroids. Meteor showers are produced by encounters between the Earth and streams of 
debris ejected from comets orbiting the Sun [McKinley, 1961b]. On each perihelion passage 
a comet loses a large number of particles, which gradually spread along the cometary orbit 
and fill a tube of space, called a meteor stream. If the cometary orbit intersects the Earth’s 
orbit, the Earth will pass the intersection on the same date every sidereal year, and if the 
intersection falls in the meteor stream region, a meteor shower will result. For an old comet, 
the meteor stream may finally close all around the orbit, so that a meteor shower will result 
on every Earth crossing, i.e. annually. The Geminids and the Perseids are both intensive 
annual showers. Shower meteors appear to come out of a point or small area in the sky, 
called the radiant. This is a perspective effect, as all the shower meteoroid particles move 
along trajectories parallel to a line from the radiant to the observer. Sporadic meteors are 
randomly distributed in time and space and appear from all possible directions. The origin 
and distribution of meteoroids has been studied by Dohnanyi [1970]. Most sporadic meteors 
originate as small shower particles which are dispersed by gravitational perturbations. Thus 
the smallest masses which have remained in the major meteor showers are about 10“ 10 g, 
corresponding to 2 p m  in radius, while the whole meteor mass range is from 10-13 to 104 g, or 
about 0.2 p m  to 8 cm in radius. Other possible sources for sporadic meteoroids are asteroidal 
collisions.

The small objects entering the atmosphere are mainly a delight for the eye, butthe largest 
ones might cause horrible disasters for our planet; Today, the theory that a large meteorite 
caused the sudden disappearance of the dinosaurs about 60 million years ago, is generally 
accepted [Alvarez, 1980]. Fortunately such incidents are very rare. However, in July 1994 the 
collision of the comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 with the planet Jupiter drew enormous attention 
among both scientists and general public. Actually, it has been speculated that the giant gas 
planets of the solar system, Jupiter and Saturn, “protect” the Earth from becoming an object 
of too many catastrophic impacts [Wetherill, 1995]. Anyway, the stochastical threat from 
space is taken seriously, especially after the comet Swift-Tuttle visit. Actually, all the parent 
comets of the meteor showers are potential future threats, since their orbits cross the Earth’s
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orbit. International efforts are planned for building up a network of telescopes, Spaceguard 
Survey, to detect threatening asteroids or comets in time. How to destroy or deviate them, 
the risks in trying to do that or just by maintaining a nuclear armada arrayed against them, 
and the costs compared to combat the effects from other ongoing environmental catastrophes 
with comparably large effects, are only a few of the ethical questions to be solved, before the 
equipment can be initiated [Lewin, 1992; Matthews, 1992].

Another important topic to be studied is the effect of the continuous meteor input on 
man-made changes in atmospheric chemistry. The downward flux of meteoric metals into the 
lower atmosphere has been speculated to affect the chlorine-catalyzed removal of ozone in the 
stratosphere [Plane, 1991]. Thus the total meteoric mass flux on the Earth is an important 
quantity. There are still disagreements between different estimates of.the. mass flux. Hughes 
[1978] has studied the cosmic dust influx to the Earth. He used satellite, radar and visual 
data for different sizes of meteors. The particles detected by satellites are in the mass range 
10“ 13 g to 10“6 g and visual observations cover meteors larger than 10“2 g or half-centimeter 
size. Meteors observed with radar are located between these ranges. In the cumulative 
mass spectrum distribution there is a gap in the radio meteor mass region. Compared with 
a continuous model distribution only about 3.5 % of the particles of this size seem to be 
detectable with a meteor radar. By taking this into account, Hughes [1978] combined all the 
data to arrive at an average meteor mass flux of 1.0 • 10” 16 g cm-2 s-1 corresponding to a 
total of 44 000 kg meteoric mass deposited on the Earth every day. Hopefully, the incoherent 
scatter method for meteor observations can contribute to a more reliable estimate of the 
meteor mass flux in the near future.

2 M eteor im pact and deposition

Many physical processes take place on the surface of an object entering from space, as well as 
in the atmosphere, both as the body flies through it and afterwards [Opik, 1958; McKinley, 
1963; Hughes, 1978; Hunten et al., 1980]. The bodies are considered to deposit elements in 
a broad metallic belt at the height of the ionospheric E region [Narcisi, 1972]. Occasionally, 
very thin and strong layers of metallic ions or atoms originating from these bodies appear 
(Figure 2). The ionized layers are the sporadic E  (Es) layers familiar from decades of 
radio and ionosonde studies, while the sporadic neutral (Ns) layers have been observed quite 
recently with the lidar method [Clemesha et al., 1978; Clemesha, 1995].

Meteoroids is the common name for all natural objects entering the terrestrial atmosphere 
regardless of their size, structure or velocity. The optically visible meteors with limiting sizes 
between 0.3 mm and 10 cm are too small to penetrate the atmosphere. Meteorites are 
the larger bodies which survive the passage down to the Earth’s surface, and micrometeors 
or micrometeorites are the smallest particles with radii around 10 /zm, which can only be 
observed with rocket or satellite experiments. : ~ :

As the meteoric body enters the atmosphere i t  collides with air molecules. The impact 
energy produces heat which evaporates atoms from the meteor. Initially, these atoms move 
with the velocity of the meteor [Eshleman, I960]. Subsquent-collisions between the high 
velocity atoms and the surrounding air result in production of heat, light and ionization 
distributed in the form of a long thin paraboloid with the meteoroid at the head of it. This 
process is optically visible as a glowing meteor at about 100 km altitude. The body then 
disintegrates within 20 to 40 km. The duration time of typical visible meteors is less than a 
second and their speeds vary between 10-70 km s“ 1. The number of visible sporadic meteors 
is about 10-20 per hour for a trained eye, while during the meteor showers more than 40 
meteors per hour can be seen, if the sky is clear.

As the meteoroid starts to warm up in the atmosphere, it first passes a stage of preheating.
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Figure 2: The meteoroid deposition process in the atmosphere with time scales for the different 
phases. The visible meteor is instantaneous (a), while its trail can be observed for minutes (b). 
The global metallic belt is continuously maintained with new m atter (c) as the old constituents 
slowly drift downwards. Ionized sporadic E layers are formed occasionally (d) and sporadic 
neutral layers often simultaneously (e). Such layers can stay from minutes up to several 
hours.

Below boiling point, the heat input is balanced by the change of temperature of the body and 
thermal radiation from it. As boiling point is reached, the heat sinks are thermal radiation 
and the heat of vaporization. Thus mass loss is obtained instead of a temperature rise 
and the nucleus, which is the solid or liquid kernel of the meteoroid, either disappears via 
ablation or falls below the boiling temperature and continues as a meteorite. The jet of 
vaporized atoms emerging from the meteoroid, mixed with air, is called the coma in the area 
where the meteoric constituents are not yet decelerated and the elements have retained a 
considerable fraction of their original kinetic energy in the forward direction. In the coma 
the main dissipation of the kinetic energy of ordinary meteors takes place. The coma of small 
meteoroids is greatly diluted while for larger meteoroids it consists of a dense cloud of vapors. 
The metal atoms in the coma take over the entire charge and only after they have practically 
all singly ionized, will or doubly ionized ions survive. The coma is also the source of impact 
radiation and luminosity of visible meteors. At a sufficient distance behind the meteoroid the 
translational velocity of the coma is decelerated to well below the mean molecular velocity of 
the surrounding atmosphere. The coma converts to a wake train, in the shape ̂ >f a column 
lagging behind the meteoroid. This is the ionized column or trail observed with radars. The 
wake train expands due to turbulence and gas diffusion forming a paraboloid shape for a 
short time. Since meteoroids are usually very fast, the column formed behind the paraboloid 
can be approximated as a cylinder afterwards. Sometimes there appears a luminuous path 
in the wake of a bright and fast meteor after the meteor itself has disappeared, visible for a 
period from a few seconds to several minutes. An oxidation and reduction cycle of sodium  
has been proposed as an explanation of this phenomenon [Wayne, 1991].

The meteoroid size compared to the mean free path of the air molecules and the velocity 
are the most important parameters affecting the meteoroid’s penetration in the atmosphere.
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The mean free path decreases very rapidly with growing air density, having the dimension 
of meters at 120 km and millimeters at 80 km altitude. Whilst the meteoric body is still 
smaller than the mean free path, it experiences direct collisions with air molecules. The 
energy lost in collisions is mainly transformed into thermal energy of the meteoric body, 
which is radiated away. The micrometeor sizes are smaller than the mean free path all the 
way through the atmosphere. Thus the small bodies are stopped after several collisions with 
a lot of their mass preserved, and finally they will drift as meteoric dust down on the Earth 
(therefore micrometeorites). A larger object meets an altitude where the mean free path 
of air molecules is essentially smaller than the dimension of the meteoroid and an air cap 
is formed in front of the body. This has an important effect for the meteoroid’s further 
penetration down into the atmosphere. The streamlining of the air flow caused by the air cap 
decreases the aerodynamic resistance and the heat transfer to the meteoric body. The latter 
is decreased by two orders of magnitude and .the ablation is suppressed significantly, while the 
velocity is hardly affected. Thus the luminosity of the meteor, which is proportional to the 
mass of vapors evolved per unit time, varies according to a skew light curve, with a maximum  
somewhere towards the end of the luminous path indicating the start of the air cap formation 
[Opik, 1958]. This occurs probably at quite low altitudes, since the main ablation process 
is known to take place below 90 km altitude. The velocity distribution of the meteoroids is 
important since it largely controls the height range where the ablation occurs. Hunten et al. 
[1980] have made a model to calculate a height profile of ablated mass from meteoroids. They 
applied the model to individual 14 pg  particles with different initial velocities and obtained a 
result where the whole mass is ablated in a height interval of 10 km for a fixed initial velocity.

Hawkes and Jones [1975] have suggested that meteoroids have a composite structure of 
grains trapped in a matrix of a little lower boiling point material. When such an object enters 
the Earth’s atmosphere, the grains will be released high in the atmosphere as the low boiling 
point matrix is the first to be ablated. Since the meteoroids are expected to be rotating 
as the result of collisions in interplanetary space, the grains might have transverse velocity 
components which will cause them to separate radially. Each of the released grains will 
produce an ionized train which will subsequently expand as the result of ambipolar diffusion. 
In a relatively short time individual trains would coalesce into one composite train.

The meteoric head echoes come from a very transient ionization giving the impression 
that it is moving with the meteoroid. One possible explanation for this phenomenon could 
be that water cluster ions produced from the meteoric fragments very quickly reduce the 
ionization behind the head of the meteoroid due to their rapid dissociative recombination, 
and the target would act as a moving ball [Jones et al., 1988]. Thus meteoric head echoes 
from above 90 km would indicate that the water or hydrogen comes with the meteoroid. 
Above this altitude there are not enough water cluster ions of atmospheric origin to remove 
the coma ionization. However, too little still is known of the complex physical and chemical 
reactions which occur in the ionized coma in the vicinity of a single meteoric grain to draw 
any final conclusions about the water cluster ionization model [Jones and Webster, 1991].

A controversial hypothesis of a population of sm all comets with masses of about 108 g at 
Earth’s orbit originating from the inner Oort disk has been discussed by Frank and Craven 
[1988]. The signatures of these objects were observed as atm ospheric holes or localized tran
sient decreases of Earth’s ultraviolet dayglow intensities in the Dynamics Explorer 1 satellite 
images at a global influx rate of about 20 comets per minute. The phenomenon in the im
ages was interpreted as absorption of dayglow by water vapor clouds due to the disruption 
and rapid vaporization of earlier undetected comets. Their occurence is strongly correlated 
with sporadic radar meteor rates, providing the evidence of their extraterrestrial origin. The 
luminosity from such porous water snow bodies would be lower than from ordinary stony or 
iron meteoroids.
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When a meteoroid has ablated and its trail has diffused, its constituents slowly drift down 
towards the Earth’s surface. However, through the continuous meteoroid bombardment, a
broad belt, including atoms and ions of meteoric origin extending from 80 to about 130 km
in altitude, is maintained globally around the whole Earth (Figure 2) [Narcisi, 1973].

The neutral metallic atoms M vaporized from meteoroids take part in charge exchange 
reactions with the and NO“1" ions

NO+  +  M  -+ N O  +  M + (1)

0 +  +  M  ^ 0 2 +  M+  (2 )

The most common metallic ions appearing are Fe+ , Mg"1" and Si+ , but also Al+ ,N a + , Ca^ and 
Ni"1" are present with about the same relative abundances as they are in chondrite meteorites 
found on Earth [Narcisi, 1968]. The.processes (1) and (2) are very efficient because metals 
have lower ionization potentials than the atmospheric molecules - for example 7.90 eV for 
iron and 7.65 eV for magnesium, and because the metallic elements are monatomic [Wayne, 
1991]. Zbinden et al. [1975] measured the O^, NO+ and concentrations with a rocket 
mass spectrometer during the Geminid meteor shower 1971 and observed clear minima in 

and NO+ profiles at the same altitude as the metal ions formed a thin sheet. Direct 
photoionization as a mechanism for Fe+ and Mg"1" production decreases in importance with 
altitude since the solar radiation, which can ionize these atoms, will be absorbed before it 
reaches the lowest part of the E region.

For metallic ions no efficient loss processes exist. The ions can be oxidized but the 
regeneration of elemental ions in reactions such as

M O + +  O ^  M + +  0 2 (3)

is very fast [Wayne, 1991]. Thus, although the metal oxides have low ionization potentials 
( «  8 eV for iron and magnesium oxides), metal oxide ions are found only in very small 
concentrations in the E region [Narcisi, 1968]. Even higher order oxides and hydrates can be 
produced with three body reactions, but the compound ions recombine dissociatively with 
electrons regenerating the neutral metal or oxide.

Rosinski and Snow [1961] introduced the idea that meteoric vapors could recondense into 
small particles. In the first step metal atoms or ions from meteoroids will be oxidized through 
collisions with atmospheric O2 molecules. The resultant oxides subsequently collide with each 
other to form larger dust particles. Hunten et al. [1980] have studied the evolution and fate 
of these particles. Dust particle creation occurs mainly in the 80 - 90 km altitude range, 
where most of the meteoric mass is ablated. In their model Hunten et al. [1980] consider 
dust particle sizes from 0.2 nm to 10 nm. Dust particles of about 1 nm include a few hundred 
molecules of metal silicate and there can be several thousand particles per cm3 at the lower 
edge of the ionosphere. Dust particles are difficult to observe and no direct evidence of their 
existence has been reported. However, von Zahn and Hansen [1988] argue that thin layers 
might be formed by the impact of auroral particles on upper atmospheric dust particles.

In all rocket measurements the total metallic mass seems to have been deposited into a 
broad metallic ion belt between heights 80 to 130 km. The individual metal sorts are further 
layered in thinner sheets. Narcisi [1968] and Zbinden et al. [1973] both have measured two 
simultaneous sporadic E  layers. The lower ones were located at about 95 km altitude and 
consisted mainly of Fe+ and Mg + ions. The higher layers at about 115 km consisted mainly 
of Si+. The silicon might come from stony meteoroids which tend to fragment and ablate at 
higher altitudes than iron type meteoroids [Narcisi, 1968].

Thin neutral sodium layers are detected at altitudes 95 to 100 km at auroral latitudes 
[von Zahn and Hansen, 1988]. Beatty et al., [1988] report such layers between 82 and 91 km
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at mid-latitudes. In both observations the total atomic sodium mass is concentrated in the 
altitude range 80 - 100 km. It is not yet understood why the very reactive sodium stays in 
its atomic form. Also, strong thin layers of neutral calcium and iron have been observed in 
the same altitude range with lidars [Granier et al., 1985; Bills and Gardner, 1990; Alpers et 
al., 1993]. Plane [1991] has done kinetic studies of metal reactions of atmospheric interest 
and created a model for the chemistry of meteoric metals in the ionosphere. It is maybe 
difficult to associate the few visible shooting stars to the more or less permanent belt of 
metallic constituents at 100 km altitude. However, the total meteoric mass influx to Earth 
is estimated to be 1.0 • 10“ 16 g cm-2 s“ 1 or 44 000 kg per day [Hughes, 1978]. According to 
the model of Hunten et al. [1980] the trains of two meteoroids of size 10 mg will meet after 
4 minutes due to molecular diffusion, and even faster if turbulent diffusion is assumed. Thus 
the meteoric influx is intensive enough that the ablated mass spreads uniformly through the 
lower part of the ionosphere around the Earth.

A final loss process for the metallic ions is a net diffusion downwards in the atmosphere. 
Chimonas and Axford [1968] have shown that long-lived ions are likely to be swept steadily 
out of the E region. Any ion produced in the 85-140 km region will be moved downwards at a 
close to constant speed by interaction with the systematic wind system of the region. The real 
behavior is not ideal and non-zero divergence terms may cause layering of the ions. According 
to the model of Plane [1991] meteoric metals may interact with the chlorine-catalysed removal 
of stratospheric ozone in a number of potentially important ways.

3 T he radar m ethod

The revolutionary development of the concepts of physics at the beginning of this century led 
among other things to the discovery of the electron by J. J. Thomson. Almost simultaneously, 
G. Marconi succeeded in transmitting radio signals across the Atlantic, and A. E. Kennelly 
and O. Heaviside suggested that radio waves could be reflected by free electric charges in the 
upper atmosphere. The concept of a conducting layer or an ionosphere was invented. The 
early experiments in the 20’s carried out by E. V. Appleton, M. A. F. Barnett, G. Breit, 
and M. A. Tuve with radio signals of different frequencies show that a signal of a certain 
frequency is reflected from that height in the ionosphere where it meets plasma with equally 
high plasm a frequency ujp . This quantity is related to the electron density ne in cm“3 as 
follows:

ojp «  9000<v/n 7 s -1 (4)

For decades ionosondes were the most important instruments for ionospheric research. 
They sweep over the frequency range 1 - 3 0  MHz. At frequencies below this band the waves 
are heavily absorbed while the ionosphere is almost transparent for radio waves above 30 
MHz - under normal conditions only a very weak incoherent scatter  can be detected. As 
the electron density increases with altitude in the different ionospheric layers, the frequency 
sweeping of radio waves gives us a profile of the growing electron density. Typically the E 
region peak is observed between 2 - 4  MHz and the F region peak between 3 - 1 2  MHz. 
From formula (4) the corresponding electron density peak values can be estimated to 0.5 - 
2.0 • 105 cm-3 in the ionospheric E region and about 0.1 - 1.8 • 106 cm“3 in the F region. 
However, an ionosonde cannot give any information of the ionization lying above the layer 
peak and the only ionospheric parameter estimated is the electron density.

Radars were developed during the second world war to detect approaching hostile aircraft 
and to direct antiaircraft weapons. Radar is a contraction of the words radio detection and 
ranging. Radio measurements in the 30’s at the Bell Telephone Laboratories had already 
confirmed that transient echoes in the E region were correlated with the passage of bright
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meteors [Skellett, 1931, 1935; Schafer and Goodall, 1932]. These echoes do not come from 
the meteoroid itself, but from the enhanced ionization in the meteor trail Even a very small 
particle, less than the size of a pinhead, can create a long trail of ionization behind it. The 
total sum of the radio waves scattered back from all parts of this column of ionization, which 
may be tens of kilometers long at a given moment, will add up to a substantial echo even if 
very moderate transmitter powers are employed [McKinley, 1961a].

During the early days of radar, the operators of these aircaft-warning sets were occasion
ally misled by false targets produced by bright meteors. However, with experience the echoes 
could usually be recognized as meteoric targets and discounted for military purposes. Later 
on, it was possible to use the early-warning radars in a systematic meteor-observing program 
[Eastwood and Mercer, 1948]. After the war, many radars were adapted for meteor radar 
purposes. In the United States, the Army operated 21 radars on frequencies of 100, 600, 
1 200, 3 000, and 10 000 Me s-1 , and it was found that meteor echoes were seen with the 
100 Me s” 1 equipments only [Stewart et ah, 1947]. At lower frequencies such as 3.5 Me s“ 1 
[Pierce, 1947], 29 Me s-1 [Manning et al., 1946] and 64 Me s” 1 [Hey and Stewart, 1947] a lot 
of meteors were recorded.

Typical working frequencies for designed meteor radar systems are from 15 to 40 MHz. 
The lower limit is logical as it lies just above the usual ionospheric plasma frequencies. Below 
this value, ionospherically reflected signals might obscure the echo signals from meteors, while 
above it even a slightly enhanced ionization can give a total reflection from a meteor trail. 
The reason for the upper frequency limit is explained later in this section when the radio 
meteor ceiling effect is discussed.

As a meteoric body enters the atmosphere, its collisions with the air molecules result in 
the production of heat, light and ionization distributed in the form of a long thin paraboloid 
with the meteoroid at the head of it. In this process the region of ionized gas formed near 
the meteoroid expands almost instantaneously to about 14 ionic or 3 neutral mean free paths 
[Manning, 1958]. This dimension is called the initial radius, and it ranges from about 3 cm 
at 85 km to about 2 m at 115 km. Farther back, the trail continues to expand at a much 
slower rate due to the normal radial ambipolar diffusion process. The trail radius r at time 
t is given by

r 2 — 4 D t +  t - q  (5)

where D is the diffusion coefficient (1 m2 s“ 1 at 85 km and 140 m2 s“ 1 at 115 km) and ro is 
the initial radius. Standard ablation theory indicates that the electron line density in the trail 
is proportional to the mass of the particle. The radial distribution of the ionization within a 
trail is Gaussian. In the classical meteor radar terminology, trails are classified as underdense 
or overdense depending on the electron density within the ionized column [McKinley, 1961c]. 
An underdense trail is one in which the electron density is sufficiently low that a radar wave 
penetrates the trail and scattering occurs independently from free electrons within the trail. 
However, this is not necessarily what we term ”incoherent scatter”, since the plasma in the 
trail cannot be considered to be close, to therm al equilibrium, at least at the beginning of the 
expansion. As the trail expands due to diffusion, the phase difference of the contributions from 
individual electrons distributed across the trail increases so that the received power decreases 
exponentially. In an overdense trail, the electron density is sufficiently large, at least on the 
trail axis, that secondary (i.e. correlated) scattering dominates. The wave is reflected from 
the overdense part of the trail as from a metallic cylinder. The ionized cylinder expands 
as the trail diffuses, but then the overdense condition suddenly collapses when the electron 
density on the axis falls below the critical value. Subsequently the underdense model is valid. 
However, by this time the trail radius is usually quite large compared to the wavelength and 
thus the signal contribution quite small. The limiting line density between underdense and 
overdense trails is about 2.4 • 1014 electrons/m [McKinley, 1961c].
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The geometry is an important factor in meteor radar studies [McKinley, 1961c]. To be 
observed, a meteor trail must be oriented almost normal to the scattering bisector. For 
backscatter systems where the transmitter and receiver are located at the same site, the 
meteor trail must be normal to the radar beam. The major part of the received signal is 
scattered by electrons in the first Fresnel zone, a region of a length of approximately \/2Ai?, 
where À is the wavelength of the probing radio waves and R is the orthogonal distance to 
the radar [Sugar, 1964]. The zone is centered at that point on the trail which is normal to 
the radar beam. Over this zone the phase of the wave front varies less than ±  7r/2, and 
the partial wave contributions add constructively as in a normal diffraction process. For a 
50 MHz radar the first Fresnel zone is about 1.6 km long at 200 km range.

The detection of meteors using conventional radars depends on the amplitude and dura
tion of the echo. Of particular interest here is the finite initial radius effect on the amplitude 
of signals scattered from underdense trails. If the exploring wavelength is comparable to, 
or less than, the initial diameter -of the trail, the received signal is severely attenuated, as 
discussed above. As the initial radius increases with increasing altitude, this effect deter
mines the radio meteor ceiling for a given wavelength. At VHF the radio meteor ceiling for 
underdense trails is about 105-110 km [McKinley, 1961c]. It has been suggested that this is 
one of the main reasons why VHF radars only detect about 3.5 % of the meteors they should 
see, if the mass distribution is continuous [Olsson-Steel and Elford, 1987].

For meter wavelengths an underdense meteor trail formed below the radio meteor ceiling 
can be assumed to remain for a while as a cylindrical column of ionized particles with a 
diameter less than the exploring wavelength, and a length much longer than the size of the 
first Fresnel zone from which the main reflection can be assumed to occur. As the exploring 
wavelength is decreased to the cm range, the expanding trail remains small compared to 
the wavelength only for a short time t [Loewenthal, 1956; Hawkins, 1956; Flood, 1957; von 
Eshleman, I960]. Signals can then be assumed to be reflected only from a small portion of 
the trail of length v t, which can be modelled as the head (region of maximum curvature) of 
a paraboloid immediately behind the evaporating meteoroid, moving with velocity v . This 
effect together with the initial radius effect and the equipment sensitivity limitations define 
an upper maximum usable frequency.

Despite the fact that the frequency range 15-40 MHz is the most sensitive concerning 
scattering from meteor trails, and has dominated the studies, even higher frequencies have 
been used. Greenhow and Watkins [1964], with a 25 m radio telescope working at 300 Me 
s-1 at the Royal Radar Establishment in Malvern, and Evans [1965, 1966], with the 84 
foot Millstone Hill radar working at 440 Me s“ 1, showed that meteors could be observed at 
these frequencies, even if not so numerously as for lower frequencies. However, the scattering 
process in these studies was still believed to be the same one as for the ordinary meteor radars 
at lower frequencies. At that time the theory and the applications of the incoherent scatter 
method were still under development.

Prior to 1958, incoherent scatter was generally taken to mean the Thomson scattering 
from free electrons in an electron gas. Gordon [1958] outlined the theory and Bowles [1958] 
performed the first experiments looking for this scattering process in the ionosphere. However, 
Bowles’ observations showed that the ions also played a very important role in the process. 
The correct theory for incoherent scatter was worked out by Fejer [1960], Dougherty and 
Farley [1960], Salpeter [1960], and Hagfors [1961]. Thus the term incoherent scatter today 
is understood to refer to scattering from collective density fluctuations organized by plasma 
waves created near thermal equilibrium conditions in the ionosphere [Farley, 1979; Evans, 
1969]. The dominant wave modes are ion-acoustic waves, corresponding to the collective 
motion of a cloud of electrons bound to ions, and Langmuir waves, corresponding to local 
longitudinal electron oscillations. By the scattering from these waves, an incoherent scatter
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radar can monitor some instantaneous basic plasma parameters such as electron den sity , 
tem peratures and plasm a drifts. Other quantities, such as collision frequency, mean ionic  
m ass, electric field vector, and some neutral atmosphere parameters can also be estimated.
An expression for the total ion-acoustic scattering cross section is [Evans, 1969]

= (1 + a2)(l + Te/T{ + a2) (6)

where T e and T i are the electron and ion temperatures, a e is the radar cross section for
an electron with value 10“ 28 m2 and the parameter a  =  4tt D/A, where D is the Debye 
length and À the exploring wavelength. The cross section for incoherent scatter is very small, 
so powerful transmitters, large antennas and sophisticated signal processing facilities are 
required to exploit this process as a useful ionospheric diagnostic.

Independently of each other, meteor studies were initiated with the EISCAT 930 MHz 
and the Arecibo 430 MHz incoherent scatter radars [Pellinen-Wannberg, 1994; Zhou et al., 
1995]. At EISCAT a surprisingly large number of meteor echoes appeared by accident in an 
experiment mode designed for sporadic E  layer studies, while at Arecibo the meteor inter
ference has always been a problem [German and Mathews, 1986; Zhou and Mathews, 1994], 
and recently a systematic study of the meteor interference detection, filtering technique and 
statistics was presented [Zhou et al., 1995]. One common feature in these two studies differing 
from the meteor radar techniques is the total aspect angle insensitivity, revealing the fun
damentally different origin of the scattering processes. In the EISCAT studies two different 
scattering mechanisms were isolated - incoherent scatter from the trails as the enhanced ion
ization approaches thermal equilibrium [Pellinen-Wannberg and Wannberg, 1995] and head 
echo mechanism [Wannberg et al., 1995]. In the Arecibo studies three mechanisms, which 
may even operate simultaneously, are suggested. The first is the highly coherent scattering 
from the ionization immediately behind the meteor head, identical with the EISCAT head 
echo mechanism. The second mechanism dominates the portion of the trail where the initial 
motion of the meteor ionization has been sufficiently stopped and non-thermal density fluctu
ation is significant. In the third mechanism the diffusion and turbulent mixing have rendered 
the meteor ionization as uniform as the background ionosphere in a much larger dimension 
than the wavelength. This process is identical with the EISCAT trail echo mechanism.

These two studies show that conventional radio methods combined with modern signal 
analysis capabilities can still contribute to new inventions in classical research fields. They 
can also contribute to significant applications in the increasingly interesting environmental 
sciences as will be outlined in the next section.

4 Future prospects

Meteor research is an old branch of the space sciences. Since its start in 1833 various aspects 
of meteors have been of interest at different times. In the beginning the process itself was 
interesting to learn to understand, and many parameters such as rates, velocities and heights 
were classified. Many meteor showers were analysed and associated to their parent comets. 
Through the introduction of radar measurements, much larger rates and smaller sizes of mete
ors could be observed than with the optical method. While outlining the manned spaceflights 
it was important to estimate the constant background meteoroid flux in space to be able to 
protect the astro- and cosmonauts with proper space suit material.

A new “hot” topic for this field might be the physics and chemistry of the meteoric 
constituents in the atmosphere. Both the use of meteors as tracers and the effects of the 
meteoric elements on the chemical balance of the atmosphere are important applications. 
Meteor trails provide high artificial injections into the ionosphere, from which the diffusive
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characteristics of the atmosphere can be studied [Tsutsumi et al. 1994]. A better estimate 
of the total meteoric mass flux to the Earth should be done. This is an important quantity, 
since it has been speculated that the downward diffusion of meteoric metals into the lower 
atmosphere may have a significant impact on the chlorine-catalyzed removal of ozone in the 
stratosphere [Plane, 1991].

Before being able to utilize the incoherent scatter method for such studies, we must 
properly understand the meteor interaction process with the atmosphere. The studies recently 
performed at Arecibo, EISCAT and Jicamarca give a good background for this [Chapin and 
Kudeki, 1994; Zhou et al., 1995]. At EISCAT we have so far classified the echoes, done echo 
statistics, and studied the characteristics of head and some trail echoes in detail [Pellinen- 
Wannberg and Wannberg, 1994, 1995; Wannberg et al., 1995]. We have also succeeded to 
“catch” a meteor traversing the radar beam with a 6 ms time resolution. However, there 
are many further basic features to be analysed. We are working on a paper in which the 
meteor height ceilings of EISCAT UHF and VHF head echoes are discussed [Westman et al., 
1995]. A study of meteor influence on the ion composition of sporadic E  layers is initiated. 
This can be done both statistically for shower/sporadic periods or individually as a single 
meteor is ablated so close to a sporadic E  layer that they both can be seen in the EISCAT 
beam simultaneously. Further, we have extremely sensitive optical data from some periods 
of the Geminids taken by Dr Kari Kaila from the University of Oulu. Comparisons show 
that none of the head echoes observed with EISCAT could be seen optically during the 
simultaneous observations. We are still interested to see whether the long-lived incoherent 
scatter trails can be traced back to optical meteors with the method outlined in paper (II) of 
this thesis. We also plan to study the ionic content of these trails by simulating incoherent 
scatter spectra using meteoric ions (Fe+ and Mg + ) and observed trail sizes and drifts as 
input parameters. Comparing these to observed spectra could further confirm the meteoric 
origin of the trail echoes. To extend the meteor rates observed within the EISCAT beam to 
a global meteor mass flux estimate, we have to combine a well established meteor size - echo 
power relationship with the effective scattering volume of the radar beam. Thus there is a 
lot of work to be done within this project just with the present data, even if ideas of new, 
better radar modes have occurred to us. The appendix in paper (V) shows that the EISCAT 
Svalbard radar will be ideal for studies with the present program mode. Still the Leonids in 
1998 or 1999 are something that every true meteor scientist looks forward to with excitement.

The above prospects of studies show that the conventional radio methods and their appli
cations are not yet fully exploited. The meteoroids and their interactions with the atmosphere 
can be used as catalysts in investigations of physical and chemical processes in the mesopause 
region and below. Thus the incoherent scatter method, originally devoted to ionospheric stud
ies, might contribute to the increasingly important research field of the atm osphere, which is 
undergoing an unavoidable change due to agriculture, energy production, industry and other 
human activities. To learn to understand, control and minimize the effects of these processes 
is one of the most important future goals, not only for scientists, but for the whole of mankind 
to survive on this planet.
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Sum m ary o f papers

Paper I EISCAT observations on plasma drifts connected with the Aureld-VIP rocket and 
the Viking satellite describes a successful simultaneous hit with a rocket, a satellite and an 
incoherent scatter radar on auroral substorm recovery phase structures. The satellite particle 
and imager data together with the radar background data show a complex global auroral 
precipitation and plasma convection pattern. The observed convection is very distorted, 
with the eveningside reversal occuring at unusually low latitudes. On the morningside the 
reversal withdraws poleward from the measurement area. Viking particle measurements over 
the oval indicate a complicated auroral topology with two sectors of boundary plasma sheet 
(BPS) and central plasma sheet (CPS) particles. The situation is interpreted as an intrusion 
of the evening side BPS into the morningside, which is consistent with both the convection 
pattern and the optical auroral forms observed with the Viking imager.

The local measurements with the sounding rocket and radar indicate that the rocket flew 
in the northward part of the evening BPS area, approaching the “inner” transition region from 
BPS to CPS in its northward motion. Both the satellite and the rocket observed high-energy 
protons ( > 1 0  keV) in the CPS area but not in the BPS area. Also the local ionospheric 
electric fields changed orientations at the border of these two particle populations. This 
shows that the boundaries of different particle populations in the magnetosphere can give 
clear signatures even at the ionospheric altitudes.

Paper II Distribution of auroral precipitation at midnight during a magnetic storm  dis
cusses the same event as paper I. Ground based optical and magnetic data, Viking electric 
and magnetic field data and detailed electron energy spectra were added to this study, while 
the rocket data is not discussed. The ground based data allow a time development analysis 
of the currents and the auroral arc systems. The satellite magnetic field measurements show 
the field-aligned currents. Their configuration suits well to the observed complex particle 
morphology with an upward current in the middle of the auroral oval passage. The origin of 
the unusual sequence of populations along the satellite path is discussed in terms of particle 
drifts. Their trajectories result from the combined effects of convection, gradient drift and 
curvature drift. The eveningside BPS in this case penetrated further eastward than is usu
ally observed. The precipitating electrons, that are connected to the shear zone between the 
eveningside tailward and earthward convection regions, were assumed to move eastward due 
to the gradient and curvature drifts.

Paper III Meteor observations with the European incoherent scatter UHF radar presents 
a study of the first meteor observations made with the EISCAT radar. Two kinds of meteor 
echoes were observed. About 73 % of them are strongly Doppler shifted, transient echoes, 
which are interpreted as head echoes, since they display typical meteor velocities. The re
maining echoes live longer. They seem to come from the ionized trails left behind the meteors, 
which drift slowly or not at all. The trail echoes are never seen to appear immediately after 
a head echo, and an observed trail echo can never be associated to a specific head echo. That 
is why it is assumed that some time is required before the expanding trails can be detected 
with the radar. As the trail dimensions very fast pass the radar wavelength, the trails are 
not expected to give any echoes before the plasma inside them is close to thermal equilibrium 
and can scatter incoherently from the ion-acoustic waves. The trails are moving with the 
continuous bulk drift, and the time for which they are observed is the time in which they 
pass the narrow radar beam, rather than their actual lifetime.

The position of an individual meteor can be determined very accurately due to the small 
width of the radar beam and the good experimental altitude resolution. A disadvantage is 
that the motion of individual meteors cannot be followed, but instead one can get a statistical 
profile of what is happening at different altitudes as the meteors penetrate the atmosphere.
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The trail echoes are quite uniformly distributed over the whole measurement range, which is 
consistent with their incoherent character. In contrast, the head echoes have a very striking 
altitude distribution, reminiscent of conventional meteor radar altitude distributions. The 
upper cutoff occurs at about 105 km altitude, which is exactly where the radio meteor ceiling 
should appear for the EISCAT 32 cm wavelength.

Paper IV Enhanced ion-acoustic echoes from meteor trails analyses in detail the charac
teristics of some of the incoherently scattered trail echoes. A qualitative model for scattering 
of radio waves at UHF/VHF frequencies during different phases of the trail evolution is pre
sented. The data show strongly asymmetric incoherent ion-line spectra, which are assumed 
to result from a Doppler shift caused by heavy meteoric ions in the drifting trail. The two 
example trails are estimated to have been expanding for 9 and 52 seconds. Their velocity 
components along the radar beam are about 700-800 m s-1 ,*and the estimated sizes of the 
scatterers that caused these trails are about 8 mm diamëter. The trails are seen in the or
dinary power profile and autocorrelation data. ^Thus the trail echoes should be visible even 
in ordinary Common Program data in contrast to the head echoes. However, they appear 
only for a few seconds because at typical ionospheric drift velocities they drift through the 
radar beam on that time scale. An interesting topic will be to try to do ordinary incoherent 
scatter analysis on these echoes by using heavy meteoric ions (Fe + and Mg+) and observed 
trail sizes and drifts as input parameters. Comparing these to observed spectra could further 
confirm the meteoric origin of the trail echoes.

Paper V An ambiguity function based method for analysis of Doppler decompressed radar 
signals applied to EISCAT measurements of oblique UHF/VHF meteor echoes presents a 
comprehensive analysis of observed head echo characteristics. Starting from the properties 
of a Barker-coded power profile radar measurement in terms of ambiguity function theory, a 
new method to derive Doppler velocities and effective cross sections of fast, compact radar 
targets from Doppler decompressed power profile data is developed. The method has been 
applied to a dual frequency, high time resolution dataset obtained during the 1993 Perseids 
meteor shower by the EISCAT UHF and VHF radars, and the Doppler technique has been 
validated by comparing fitted velocities for the same meteor derived from both radars. In 
addition, time-of-flight techniques have been used to validate the UHF Doppler velocities.

The estimated cross sections in this work are very small and increase with decreasing 
wavelength, something not observed before. It is suggested that this is due to a scattering 
mechanism different from the one operating at near normal incidence at VHF, and Rayleigh 
scatter from compact “balls” of plasma contained within the meteor coma is proposed as a 
possible candidate, in qualitative agreement with the observations. Finally, the suitability of 
other incoherent scatter radar facilities in the world for meteor applications is rewieved in 
the appendix of this paper.
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